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Information in this document is subject to change without notice and does not represent a
commitment on the part of Articulate Instruments Ltd. The software described in this
document is furnished under a license agreement and may be used and copied only in
accordance with the terms of the license agreement. It is against the law to copy the
software on any other medium except as specifically allowed in the license agreement. No
part of this manual may be published, reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying and recording, for any purpose
without the written permission of Articulate Instruments Ltd.
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Introduction
The Ultrasound/Video module is an addition to the Articulate Assistant
Advanced (AAA) software that enables the recording of ultrasound video
output through the Adlink Angelo RTV frame grabber card, the Imperx VCE
Expresscard|54, the dfg USB2 video card or by importing pre-recorded
ultrasound video. See separate manuals for details on installing the Angelo
RTV card, Imperx VCE Expresscard and the SyncBrightUp video sync unit.
This module also enables the recording and analysis of Ultrasonix (high
frame rate, raw pre-scan ultrasound) data and is compatible with Ultrasonix
Exam version 5.7 running on the SonixTouch or SonixTablet machines.
Version 216 and above allows the recording and analysis of EchoB raw prescan ultrasound data. Version 217 and above allows recording and analysis
of Micro raw data.
The ultrasound module enables the following functions:
• Record ultrasound simultaneously with audio (hardware required)
• Import AVI format ultrasonic/video files
• Review and play back ultrasounic/video sequence
• Superimpose a fan grid and set conversion scale
• Draw curves on top of ultrasonic/video frames
• Automatically fit curves to ultrasonic/video frames
• Copy and paste curves and grids between recordings
• Set up analysis values based on distances or areas between curves
e.g. a palate trace and a tongue surface trace.
• Export curve data in Euclidean or Polar co-ordinates
• Export analysis values for labelled time points
• Export movies in AVI format of ultrasound or tongue curves or both
• Provides a workspace for superimposing, averaging and comparing
tongue curves which have been extracted from different time points or
recordings
• Record, display, analyse and export raw Ultrasonix/EchoB/Micro data

Record Video Ultrasound Task Window
The ultrasound recording task window consists of the following windows:
• A prompt window – showing the current text or image prompt
• A waveform window – allowing the user to monitor the live audio input
and monitor the audio level
• An ultrasonic or video chart window – showing a video sequence and
allowing the experimenter to quickly check that the video is present
and correct at the end of each recording
• A Prompts list – showing the list of prompts and indicating recordings
with a cross
• An EPG display window – showing live EPG data (if this is being
recorded)
• A video display window – showing live ultrasound images as they are
recorded and showing the image sequence as a movie during
playback
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The two aspects specific to this module are the video chart window and the
video display window (Refer to Figure 2). Right clicking on the Video Chart
window provides the option to show or hide the video or the drawn splines
and defaults to showing both. Not every video frame is shown. Video frame
images that are recorded but not displayed are indicated by tick marks at the
top of the window that do not connect with a video frame image. The tick
marks indicate the time of each frame was received and processed by the
software. Note that this means that the tick marks are not evenly spaced. It is
theoretically possible that a video frame could be dropped and this provides
a reliable way to observe if frames have been dropped. We should stress
that in practice the system does not appear to drop frames.

Figure 1 Video chart window

Video Chart Window

Video Display Window

Figure 2 Ultrasound recording task window

Record Ultrasonic Task Window
The “Record Ultrasonic” task window (ultrasonix, EchoB and Micro are
referred to collectively as “ultrasonic”) is almost identical to the Record Video
Ultrasound Task Window except that the display window in the bottom right
shows the raw ultrasonic data rather than video data and similarly the video
Copyright  2003-2017 Articulate Instruments Ltd
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chart window is replaced by an ultrasonic chart window. Also the EPG
window has been omitted.

Adlink Angelo-RTV, Imperx VCE and DFG2USB Video Setup
Before recording video through the Adlink Angelo-RTV or Imperx VCE
expresscard|54 or dfg2usb unit, video parameters should be set up. Most of
the default values should be left but you may want to change the input
channel or increase the amount of memory that is set aside for video
recording (the default memory allocation (154Mbytes only allows 12 seconds
of video). Find the video setup dialogue by right-clicking on the video display
window.

Figure 3 Selecting video setup from video display window
The video setup dialogue consists of five tabbed windows:
• Sync Hardware –
o Selecting the synchronisation method to match your hardware.
This should be set correctly for before recording as it
determines which synchronisation signal is expected and which
channel the synchronisation signal is on.
• Sync New recording –
o This is a post-processing stage that must be carried out for
every recording to ensure that the audio and video are
appropriately aligned.
• Adjust old recording –
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o Allows video to be offset and the rate changed without
resynchronising
The video setup –
o Selecting the port, channel, colour format, video format,
brightness, contrast, hue and the method of accessing the card
The memory setup –
o Selecting the amount of memory to be set aside for recording
the video data

Sync Hardware

Figure 4 Video setup dialogue (Sync Hardware method selection)
First, select the synchronisation method to match your system hardware.
Most often you will be using the 4th option “SyncBrightUp ….”
There is an “Advanced” checkbox which reveals settings for the detection of
the SyncBrightUp signal.
Tone Frequency should always be 1000
Tone threshold sets the level at which the tone in the sync signal is
detected and will usually be positive and in the range 20-60. Observe the
sync signal and note the amplitude and polarity of the 4 tones at the start as
a percentage of the y-axis then adjust the threshold to detect this level of
signal.
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Pulse threshold sets the level at which the 10 vertical sync pulses are
detected and is often negative and less than the magnitude of the tone
threshold. Observe the sync signal and note the amplitude and polarity of the
14 pulses as a percentage of the y-axis then adjust the threshold to detect
this level of signal.
Beep Length should be set to the duration of the sync tone pulses = 50ms.
In exceptional circumstances if the sync signal has been distorted then this
duration can be shortened to cope.
Approx frame rate should be kept set anywhere in the range 25-30
Different audio hardware can affect the amplitude of the synchronisation
signal and the detection software is not yet robust enough to always cope
with this so it may be necessary to adjust the Tone Threshold and Pulse
Threshold values.
Flash must be within X ms AAA only looks up to this maximum amount of
time from the start of the file for the flash. By default it is set to 0.5 seconds.
If for any reason the flash is delayed beyond 0.5 seconds, this value can be
extended.

Video Setup
Port setting
Always set this to Port 0 (Default). Up to 4 Angelo RTV cards can be
installed but only one will ever be used for ultrasound analysis. The cards
are referred to by their port number and the first one is always port 0.

Figure 5 Angelo RTV card channel numbers
Channel setting
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The channel number should be set according to which of the 4 BNC sockets
is being used.

GRAY

Figure 6 Video setup dialogue (video options)
The Imperx VCE card only has one channel and should automatically detect
whether the signal is NTSC or PAL.
Colour format
Select GRAY for the most space efficient 8-bit greyscale image storage.
Choose RGB24 if colour recording is required.
Options for RGB16 and RGB32 colour have been removed from version 214
onwards as there is no need for them
Method
Use the default thread method. This is the method by which the software
communicates with the card.
Hue, saturation and contrast
These values may be changed from the default if you feel the recorded
image is not as clear as the image on the ultrasound scanner.
Get, Stop and Re-initialise
If the live image freezes for any reason, it is possible to restart it by clicking
the

button.
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Memory setup
Measure available memory
Click this button to find out how much free memory is currently available on
your PC
Reserve memory
No matter what recording duration is selected, AAA will only record a
maximum amount of video determined by the reserved memory. Move the
slider to select the amount of memory you wish to reserve for recording the
video data. Things to consider when setting this value:
1. You get approximately 1 second of video data for every 9.2 Mbytes of
memory (the default of 410Mbytes provides about 44 seconds)[Note:
if video is set to colour then this takes up 3x the memory so
27.6MBytes/sec]
2. Don’t use all of the available memory. Three quarters of the available
is probably a good maximum level but is depends on what other
applications may be running while recording is in progress.
3. Remember that if you are likely to want to analyse the ultrasound data
on another PC it must also have the amount of memory you choose
available to it otherwise it will run slowly as it swaps bits of video in
and out of its memory.

Figure 7 Video setup dialogue (memory/offset options)
Sync New recordings
Alignment is done after the data is recorded by selecting the video setup
option. Once satisfactory synchronisation settings are chosen, they can be
applied to all recording using a batch processing option.
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Figure 8 Video Setup dialogue (Sync New recording)
Although the video frames are produced by the ultrasound ( or camera) at a
steady rate, there are no time stamps associated with each frame and none
of the video cards log the arrival time. This means that the best estimate of
the time of arrival is the time that the software reads the frame in. This may
not be at regular intervals.
The “frame rate” box provides the option to realign the video frames to a set,
evenly-spaced rate. Note that although the nominal broadcast NTSC rate is
29.97 frames per second, ultrasound machines may export video frames at a
slightly different rate.
− Calculate mean rate from file: Calculates a rate based on the number of
samples recorded over the period of the recording. The precision of this
calculation depends on the duration of the recording.
− Calculate frame rate from sync: provides a more accurate frame rate
estimate based on the 14 pulses produced by the “SyncBrightUp” unit.
See the SyncBrightUp manual for details.
One of these estimates can be used or another rate can be specified based
on an independent calculation.
Recommended: Manual calculation of your ultrasound video frame rate.
Connect the video signal output from your ultrasound to the audio input
and record several seconds. Then analyse this signal. You will see a
repeating pattern in the signal. Count approximately 100 of these
repetitions, note the duration between the first and last and divide by the
number of repetitions counted to get the frame rate. This will never
change
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With a value in the “Frame Rate” box, click the “Set Rate” button to reassign
each video frame to evenly spaced time points at the specified rate. If a
mistake is made simply correct the rate and click the “Set Rate” button again.
The
button is used to align the flash generated by the
SyncBrightUp unit with the EPG sync signal. NOTE: The Sync Hardware
setting should be set to “SyncBrightUp”. Exceptionally, if you have the older
BrightUp unit one of these Hardware settings can be selected.
If you know that the video output of your ultrasound machine lags behind the
actual ultrasound scan by a fixed amount you can set that offset value in the
‘offset by’ box (see Figure 8). There will typically b e a small lag between the
time the image is scanned and the time it is sent out of the video port of the
ultrasound machine.
Recommended: Manual calculation of the ultrasound image lag
Gently tap the ultrasound probe with a metal microphone capsule. The
metal will produce a comet tail on the ultrasound image and the strike will
show as a pulse on the audio signal. Make several recordings each with
several taps. Then follow the rate and synchronisation instructions above.
Then look through the recordings to establish the average lag.

button will set the rate and synchronise
The batch sync
all the recordings for the date specified in the adjacent box using the rate
specified in the frame rate box. If the de-interlace box is checked then it will
also de-interlace video first. This can take some time as each recording
needs to be loaded in turn. If the "Current Client Only" checkbox is checked
then only the recordings on the specified date for the current client will be
synchronised. This helps limit the number of recordings processed in one
batch.
Adjust Old Recordings
The Adjust Old Recordings tab allows manual offsetting of the video data
relative to the audio. Use this to manually offset the video data relative to the
waveform.
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Figure 9 Video Setup Dialogue (Adjust old recording)

Ultrasonic Setup
Ultrasonic data generated by Ultrasonix or Echo B ultrasound machines is
quite different from video data and is recorded, stored and displayed as a
distinct data stream. Ultrasonix raw ultrasound data is recorded via a local
Ethernet connection. Echo B raw ultrasound data is recorded via a USB port.
Both are reconstructed from raw data by AAA as an image when they are
displayed.

.
Figure 10 Typical connection for ultrasonic (i.e. ultrasonix or Echo B)
recording
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Figure 11 TTL level sync signal (pulse stretched) from ultrasonix
The Ultrasonix, Echo B and Micro systems produce a TTL level pulse
sequence with the positive going edge aligned with the completion of each
completed b-mode scan (see following section on alignment accuracy for
more details). This sync signal can be recorded by AAA using an Adlink
2213 A/D card (ask for details) or some soundcards with line-in level input.
WARNING Some soundcards have high pass filters which may severely
distort the sync pulse sequence making it difficult for AAA to reliably
detect it.
.
When the record button in AAA is clicked a message is sent to the ultrasonix
system to unfreeze the scanner. A few frames are transferred during the
recording process to allow monitoring of the data. When the recording is
stopped a second message is sent over the local Ethernet to freeze the
scanner and transfer all of the raw data from the image buffer on the
Ultrasonix RP (or Touch or Tablet). The sync signal must be stretched with
the PStretch unit to extend the pulses from a few nanoseconds to more than
a millisecond. AAA then identifies each pulse in the sync signal and tags
each b-mode scan frame with the corresponding time.
The Echo B and Micro are also started by AAA after the audio has started
and so the start of the pulse stream corresponds to the start of the frame
capture. Echo B records in a slightly different way to the Ultrasonix though.
The data is recorded as it arrives at PC via the USB connection rather than
downloading the cineloop after the recording is completed.
Ultrasonic Key features
The ultrasonic system is superior to ultrasound data gathered via the
composite video output of a standard ultrasound system for the following
reasons:
A) Each frame consists of a single complete B-mode sweep. No
discontinuities or errors are introduced by video rasterization.
B) A frame sequence is generated at the internal frame rate of the
system. With Ultrasonix this can be as high as 400Hz.With EchoB the
maximum rate is 120Hz and 60-90Hz is most typical. With the micro
system the maximum rate of 235Hz and 81-119 is most typical.
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Higher frame rates reduce the time delay between the first and last
pulse and therefore reduce distortion of the tongue shape in frames
where the tongue is moving very quickly.
C) A hardware frame sync pulse signal allows alignment of the audio and
ultrasound to within a millisecond. (see following Accuracy discussion
for elaboration of this point)
Key Benefits
i)
Images do not have discontinuities and can be contour tracked
more easily
ii)
Highly dynamic articulations such as taps, clicks and trills can be
observed more accurately at high frame rates
iii)
Kinematic studies can be carried out where the position of the
tongue needs to be known to a high degree of accuracy with respect to
the acoustics.

Sync pulses
Microphone signal

Figure 12 Recording of a microphone tapping the Ultrasonix probe. The
red cursor marks the instant of contact which occurs (by chance)
exactly half way through a frame(Period:10ms).
Ultrasonic alignment accuracy
Figure 12 shows a recording of a metal microphone capsule tapping the
centre of the ultrasonic probe. Each ultrasound frame is aligned to the falling
edge of the corresponding frame sync pulse. There are 4 ultrasound images.
The first (occurring before the tap) is dark; the third and fourth images show
a clear “comet tail” image caused by the metal microphone being in contact
with the centre section of the probe; the second image shows a partial comet
tail image with the lefthand side missing. The tap occurs almost exactly half
way through the second frame. At the point in time when the microphone
makes initial contact with the probe, all the scan pulses from the left of the
arcing sweep to the centre have already been recorded (with no contact and
therefore no comet tail). After contact between the microphone and the
probe the remaining scan pulses record the comet tail as the scan continues
to arc from left to right. Figure 13 shows another tap later in the same
recording. This time the contact is made 5/8 through a frame and so less of
the flash is visible. This tap example highlights the fact that the image is not
created at a single instant but formed continuously over the whole period of
Copyright  2003-2017 Articulate Instruments Ltd
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the frame. It provides evidence that the frame is accurately aligned (to within
a fraction of a millisecond) but that each part of the image corresponds to a
different point in time as well as space. Scanlines drawn on the left of the
display are farther back in time than those at the right.
Sync pulses
Microphone signal

Figure 13 Another recording of a microphone tapping the Ultrasonix
probe but this time the contact occurs approximately 5/8 of the way
through the frame (Period: 10ms).

Figure 14 Ultrasonix display right-click pop-up menu
Right-clicking on the Ultrasonic display and selecting Ultrasonic Setup…
brings up a choice of three dialogues.
Options: controls the appearance of the image and the synchronization
settings
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Ultrasonix: controls the recording settings for the ultrasonix make of
ultrasound
EchoB: controls recording settings for the EchoB and Micro models of
ultrasound.

Ultrasonix Settings Dialogue
The Ultrasonix setup dialogue has one tab:
The Scanning Tab
This tab is used to configure and connect to the Ultrasonix RP, tablet or
Touch systems running Exam version 5.7.5 or lower. (Figure 15)
Version of Exam
Ultrasonix regularly update the ultrasound interface software that runs on
their machines. Currently we recommend using Exam version 5.7.5 as it is
faster than newer version 6.x
Sonix RP Network Address
Typically the local network will be set up with the ultrasonix RP (or Touch)
assigned the address 172.16.0.2 and the PC running AAA assigned the
address 172.16.0.1.
Connect
Sets up communications with the ultrasonix, sets the parameters as selected
(see following) and starts the live acquisition of frames of data. This needs
to be done before any data can be recorded.
Depth (mm)

Figure 15 Ultrasonic Setup: Ultrasonix dialogue
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This is usually set to 80mm for adults but could be set to a smaller depth for
smaller adults and children. Smaller depth settings will increase the frame
rate.
Sector Percentage
The default is 90% (135 degrees for a 5-9/10 probe with 148 degree
maximum) and should be adequate to view the entire tongue surface from
the tip to the root. Higher sector sizes will reduce the frame rate and lower
sector sizes will increase the frame rate.
Number of Scanlines
This (along with sector size) dictates the lateral spatial resolution i.e. the gap
between each radial scanline. The number selected applies to the full 148
degree sector so, with the default of 69 scanlines and 90% sector, the actual
number of scanlines making up the image is 63. This default also equates to
2.14 degrees between scanlines (= angular resolution of 2.8mm @ 80mm
depth). These default values result in a frame rate of 121Hz
Sector Angle
This is the maximum sector size of the probe in degrees and is automatically
set when AAA interrogates the ultrasound system.
Radius mm
This is the distance from the imaginary origin of the convex probe to the
surface of the probe (usually quoted as the probe radius in the probe
specifications). This is automatically set when AAA interrogates the
ultrasound system.
Tx Freq Hz
The frequency that the probe is set to.By default this will be set to the lowest
frequency that the probe is capable of. The dropdown box options are
dependent on the probe that is selected.
Persistance
AAA sets this to zero to avoid blurring of the dynamic images. It is not
recommended to change this.
Velocity
The speed of sound that the ultrasound assumes in order to calculate
distances. The velocity changes very slightly through muscle compared with
fatty tissue but 1540 is a reasonable value.
Sync out
This sets Channel A output to provide Frame sync pulses.
A value of 0 switches off the output and 1 sets it to provide pulses with every
scanline. (this is too fast to be accurately detected via the soundcard). Leave
at 2.
Focus depth
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This specifies the depth in micro metres of the single focus .
Focus count
The number of focus depths. Leave at 1. The system will do a full scan for
every focus point and consequently reduce the frame rate by that factor.
B Samp Freq MHz
This determines the number of samples per vector and so the size of the
image data. Reduce this if space is at a premium. 4MHz will provide around
412 pixels per scanline.
Transducer Type
This should display the name of the probe that has been selected. If it does
not match the probe you are expecting then contact Articulate Instruments.
Invert
By default the display is always inverted so that the tongue appears the right
way up.
Interpolated checkbox
The interpolated checkbox can be unticked to show the scanlines before
they are interpolated to fill the full sector. (See Figure 17)

Figure 16 Interpolated: Ultrasonix frame after raw data is interpolated.
(typical view provided by all ultrasound machines) [Thin line is palate
trace line]
Background
Click on the rectangle of colour (default = black) below the interpolated
checkbox to reveal the background colour dialogue. Background colour may
be changed to make the scanned image stand out. (See Figure 16)
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Compressed
Leaving the compress option unchecked (surprisingly) speeds up the live
display allowing more frames per second to be transferred and thus a
smoother display. It does not affect the recorded data, as this is transferred
in a block from the Ultrasonix cineloop at the end of a recording.

Figure 17 Uninterpolated: Ultrasonix data for the same frame as Figure
10 but plotted without interpolation (The 76 lines still contain ALL the
information). [Thin line is palate trace spline]
Re-initialise
Use this to resend changed settings to the ultrasonix machine.
Start
Starts (re-starts) the live acquisition of frames for display.
Stop
Stops the live acquisition of frames for display.

Ultrasonic - Options Dialogue
The Display Tab
The display tab allows the contrast and brightness to be altered. These
settings affect the appearance of the ultrasonic image in both live mode and
for recorded data. It is important to note that the underlying raw data remains
unchanged. Any operation that depends on the appearance of the bitmap
image such as the “snap” spline fitting options and movie and bitmap
exporting will be affected by changes made here. Other functions such as
the “decimate” edge detector and raw data export operate on the underlying
Copyright  2003-2017 Articulate Instruments Ltd
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raw data and are not affected by these display settings. These settings are
not permanent even when applied during data acquisition.
It is possible to invert the image so that strong reflections are black and the
background level is white using this option.
Show Differentiated image
This option displays the difference in pixel brightness between the current
and previous ultrasound image.
Background
Changes the colour of the panel surrounding the ultrasound image. It does
not change the colour of the ultrasound image itself which remains black and
white. Use for more colourful movies.
Freeze after
This sets the time since the last freeze or the last recording after which the
system will automatically freeze.

Figure 18 Ultrasonic Options dialogue: Display settings

The Filter tab
The filter tab provides a choice of filters which change the appearance of the
ultrasound image but not the underlying raw data. Consequently , like the
brightness and contrast settings, these settings will affect the outcome of
bitmap based operations but the effect can be switched off. Even if this
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setting is on during the recording, the underlying data is unaffected. Some
users prefer the despeckled image but theses filters average across several
frames and so blur the dynamics.
The median filters are not very effective. Mean Averaging smooths the
subjective image.

Figure 19 Ultrasonic Setup: Options Dialogue: Filter tab

The Sync Recordings Tab
There are two important settings to be adjusted under this dialogue tab.
The sync channel: The storing tab must be used to specify the audio channel
that the Ultrasonix sync pulse signal is recorded on.
The detection threshold: The default detection threshold of 8000 is usual
sufficient. The value must be above the signal noise level and below the
pulse amplitude. As a guide, the maximum amplitude on the waveform
display is 32,000.
The sync button
can be used to resynchronise any recording using
different settings. You may wish to do this if you have clicked on a recording
and it has synchronised using the wrong settings. It is necessary to change
the channel selection before this button is enabled.
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NOTE AAA attempts to synchronise using these settings the first time a
recording is opened i.e. when it is clicked on in the prompts list

Figure 20 Ultrasonic Setup: Options Dialogue: Sync settings tab
The Batch Sync
is useful several recordings have been opened
with the wrong settings.
The
option should be et if there is no sync signal
for any reason. It prevents error messages from appearing,sets a default
offset of 190ms and selects the frame rate according to a lookup table for the
probe and depth/FOV settings.
The Tracker Tab
The Tracker tab controls a real-time tracker function that can be applied to
the live display and also used to fit splines in batch mode. (See Edit Splines
Dialogue for more details) . This is under development and will be enhanced
in following releases of AAA.
Decimation
Reduces the number of pixels per scanline by 2,3 or 4 times. This speeds
up the analysis. Ultrasonix data which has 412 bits per pixel works best at
setting 2 ( i.e 206 bitsperpixel) EchoB and Micro which have approximately
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988 bits per pixel, work best at setting 4 ( i.e. 247 bitsperpixel). These
settings work out at a resolution of approximately 3pixels per mm.
Draw lines
Determines which experimental overlays are visible on the display. Only the
Tongue works in this revision.
Display
Edge detect , Carve Mouth and Freeze BG are all experimental modes which
can be viewed in the debug display window. These will be developed in
future revisoins.
Edge Detection
Window size Smooth within and smooth across work best at the default
settings of 10.
Min Tongue % defines a lower limit in the search for an edge expressed as a
percentage of the scanline depth. The limit is linearly interpolated across all
scanlines based on values set for the leftmost and rightmost scanlines. This
option may need to be changed for different depth settings and tongue sizes.

EchoB Settings Dialogue
The Echo B dialogue has two tabs: The Scanning tab for setting the
scanning parameters and the Memory tab for reserving memory allocation
for the ultrasonic data during recording.
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Scanning settings tab
Depth – Use the minimum depth that is necessary to image the palate.
Higher depth settings will reduce the frame rate
Field of View – Use the minimum field of view that is necessary to image the
hyoid and mandible shadows. Higher FOV values will reduce the frame rate

Figure 21 Ultrasonic Setup: EchoB (&Micro) Dialogue : Scanning tab
Power – Always use the minimum power necessary to image well. Use gain
and the contrast/brightness controls rather than turning up the power. Power
dictates the amount of energy being transmitted and heat is generated with
high power output.
Gain – dictates how much the received signal is amplified. If the signal is
noisy then this will also amplify the noise (speckle).
Dynamic range - It is not clear that this has any effect and may be removed
in future revisions.
Image Enhancement – This reduces the frame rate and is not required so
has been disabled
Frame averaging – This pre-processing setting reduces the frame rate and
blurs dynamic images so has been disabled. (See Averaged for postprocessing averaging option)
Probe Frequency – This should be set to a low value to increase penetration
depth. i.e. the palate will show up more brightly the lower the frequency
setting.
Interpolated checkbox
The interpolated checkbox can be unticked to show the scanlines before
they are interpolated to fill the full sector. (See Figure 17)
Delay
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Delays the start of the ultrasonic data recording relative to the start of the
audio recording and the beep. This is required if recording EPG data
simultaneously as in some modes the EPG data recording process aligns
data by deleting audio data at the start of the recording. If re4cording EPG
data using the sync to tone or sync to beep methods then set this value to
500ms or more.
Line Density
This only applies to Micro where low density sets the number of scanlines for
100% FOV to 64 and medium to 128. For EchoB the number is set to 128.
ClearView
Clearview is an image enhancement mode provided by Telemed. This is
switched off to preserve the frame rate.
Focus Number
The number of focus points is set to one. The frame rate is inversely
proportional to the number of focus points and makes little difference to the
dynamic image quality.
Sync Signal is Missing
This sets the EchoB and Micro frame rate to the correct value without the
need for a sync signal. This should only be used if the sync signal has been
omitted by mistake. The average offset required is around 140ms but can
vary by plus or minus 60ms. The resulting data will therefore be inaccurately
aligned and can only be used for subjective analysis or time independent
analysis. As a general rule, always ensure that the sync signal is recorded.
Memory tab
This is used to reserve the necessary amount of memory for the recording
time required. Approximately 7.5Mbytes per second. So 287 is enough to
record about 38 seconds. Note: There may be other restrictions and
recording more than 20 seconds into memory is not recommended. To make
longer recordings of audio and EchoB/Micro data use the Continuous record
button rather than the record button.
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Figure 22 Ultrasonic Setup: EchoB (Micro) dialogue: Memory tab

Ultrasound/Ultrasonic Analysis Task Window
The ultrasonic analysis task window has the same layout as the video
ultrasound task window and the remaining sections apply to both windows
and types of data. Note, however, that they are stored as different data
streams. It is therefore possible to create a task window that contains BOTH
ultrasonic and video and to record both simultaneously. It is not currently
possible to record or display more than one video channel or more than one
ultrasonic channel, however.
The ultrasound/ultrasonic analysis task window consists of:
• A video/ultrasonic display window – showing live ultrasound images
as they are recorded and as a movie during playback
• A Prompts list – showing the list of prompts and indicating recordings
with a cross
• An EPG display window – showing live EPG data (if this is being
recorded
• An analysis values window – showing analysis values corresponding
to the cursor position
• An annotation window – allowing annotations to created, edited,
filtered and displayed
• A waveform window – allowing regions of the recording to be selected
and played back
• A spectrogram
• A video/ultrasonic chart window – showing a video sequence
• A palate chart window – showing all the EPG frames in the utterance
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Figure 23 Ultrasound analysis window
Most of these windows are present in the AAA analysis task window but the
Ultrasound display window is additional. As the cursor is clicked and dragged
through the waveform, spectrogram, video chart or EPG chart the image in
the video display window changes to show the frame at the time point
specified by the cursor.
Right clicking on this window reveals a popup menu (Figure 3 and Figure
14).
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Amongst the options are:
Show Video/Ultrasonic – a tick next to this indicates that the video is
visible. Click on it to hide the video. (usually done to allow only the spline
curves to be seen). Click again to restore the video.
Show Splines - a tick nest to this indicates that the spline curves are visible
(if they have been drawn). Click on it to hide the splines. (usually done to
allow the ultrasound video to be seen more clearly). Click again to restore
the splines.
Copy Bitmap – click to copy the current image in the video display window
to the clipboard. This image (which can include splines as well as video) can
then be pasted into a Word document or a Powerpoint presentation.
Make Movie… - Create a movie file with single video/ultrasonic display or
combine with other displays such as spectrogram.
Overlay > - See later section. Allows splines to be drawn over live images
which is helpful for speech therapy applications.
Ultrax - Placeholder for a 2D spline tracking algorithm.
Rotate Video… - Not implemented
The remaining popup menu options will now be explained in the following
sections of the manual.

Image (Zoom)
The image option allows the image to be zoomed in or zoomed out.
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Image limited to input resolution (Fit to window)
By default the image is restricted so that the display is never drawn larger
than real size (max pixels in image = pixels in data). Using this setting the
image is shrunk to fit the window or if the window is large enough the imae
will be padded with white space. If this is unchecked then the image can be
stretched beyond its true size.
Zoom In
Each time this is clicked the image will zoom in by 20%
Zoom Out
Each time this is clicked the image will zoom out by 20%
No Zoom
Reset to standard view
Move Image
Once zoomed in, click this to change the part of the image that is visible.
Click and drag on the image to move. Only activates one-shot click and drag.
Click on Move Image again if further adjustment is required.
Note: The zoom will be remain set while a session is being analysed.

Figure 24 AVI movie export
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Make Movie
Note: This replaces the “Video avi export…” dialogue in previous versions.
The option (a button marked Analysis in previous versions) to export videos
at the actual data rate has been removed. This function is available in the
“Export files” dialogue.
The make movie dialogue allows the whole or selected part of the currently
loaded recording to be exported as a movie (with sound) in avi format.
1. To save the entire recording, make sure the cursor in the wave
window is selecting a single point in time. To save a region of the
utterance, first select that region by clicking and dragging in the
waveform window.
2. Next, right click in the video display window and select video avi
export… from the popup menu.

Figure 25 Video AVI export Save as... dialogue
3. Choose or browse for the output file name.
4. Select “25fps for presentation” to create an AVI file for inclusion
Powerpoint or similar. The frame rate will be 15 to 30 frames per
second. A higher frame rate will be available as an option at the rate
of the current display if the current display is of type Ultrasonic, Video
or EPG.
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5. Select the playback speed. Slower rates will allow fast lingual
movements to be more easily observed. A pitch preservation
algorithm is used for slowed playback and will distort the speech
slightly.
6. Choose which types of display should be added to the moving image
by clicking and dragging elements in the list to the right of the
dialogue. Note that you must export a movie from a task window that
includes a spectrogram window if you wish to have a spectrogram in
the resulting movie.
7. Video width is 640 x 480 by default. It is advisable to keep the format
as a 4:3 ratio and keep the dimensions divisible by 4 because
compression algorithms often work on groups of 4 pixels.
8. A popup window will show progress of the movie being created from

individual frames.
9. Finally, select the video compression format. The default is “Full
frames (uncompressed)” but this will create a huge file which is
unlikely to play smoothly on most PCs. A number of compression
formats can be selected from the dropdown listbox. There are many
options. Some provide good quality video at high compression rates.
However, most of the time you will want to save the video in a format
that you know will play on other people’s PCs. “Microsoft Video 1” and
“Cinepak” are loaded on every PC as part of the operating system so
even though they are not the most efficient codec, you are guaranteed
that your video will play.
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Compression quality defaults to 75%. You may want to select a higher
quality but be aware that the size of the resulting movie can get very large.
The cinepak codec provides better quality for the same size.
Note: The Video export function uses video for Windows and can be
sensitive to size of image and frame rate. For this reason the Analysis
option data has a nominal frame rate of 25Hz even though all the frames are
present and the actual frame rate is higher. To rectify this, load the resulting
AVI into VirtualDub free software. Select the Video menu and change the
frame rate to the true value (as shown in AAA) then save the file with this
revised setting.

Fan Setups
We are now ready to take the first steps to analysing the ultrasound tongue
images.
A fan shaped grid has a number of advantages over a Cartesian (x-y) grid. A
fan matches the shape of the image produced by the ultrasound so we can
better define the area of the display that has valid ultrasound data. Each
radial axis matches the path taken by an ultrasound beam, which radiates
out from the probe. Having axes defined in this way therefore helps in the
automatic identification of the tongue surface.
Different fan grids and scales will be required for each new ultrasound
machine and even for the same ultrasound machine different depth settings
and sector sizes (fan angles) may be needed. The fan setup dialogue allows
any number of different setups to be created and saved.
The fan setup dialogue (Figure 26) can be initiated from the video display
popup menu or from the edit splines dialogue (if no fan has already been
created for the current recording).
In the ultrasonic window, a fan setup is automatically created for each new
combination of probe, depth and sector size. So the following steps are not
required to create one.
For Video data (or ultrasonic data recorded with revision 214 or earlier of
AAA) you will need to carry out the following steps.
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Click
to create a new fan setup. Then type the name of the fan
setup, replacing the default name which has the form ‘Fan Setup #’ with
something more informative. It is advisable to include info on the model of
ultrasound, the depth and the sector angle.
Click on
to change the side of the fan marked “Dental” to
match the orientation of the tongue in the image. The standard has the
tongue tip (dental) on the right.

Figure 26 Fan setup dialogue
The fan angles can be adjusted by clicking and dragging the control points or
by typing values in the “origin” and “Angle” edit boxes (see figure Figure 27).
Normally these angles should be set to the be the same on both sides. The
origin of the fan can also be moved by clicking and dragging its control point.
IMPORTANT:
The ruler (vertical cyan line on left of image) should be
adjusted so that the top and bottom align with tick marks that usually appear
down the side of the Video ultrasound image and indicate the depth in
centimetres. Once aligned, count the number of ticks and enter the length of
the ruler in mm in the ruler length edit box in the fan setup dialogue.
. This sets the scale for any measurements made within,
or exported from, AAA
For old ultrasonic data the ruler can be set to the full height of the image
which is equivalent to the depth plus the radius.
Once complete, click
to save the setup. You can also edit setups
but be careful if you have already used a setup to create fans for analysis of
some recordings then changing it will obviously change the basis upon which
further recordings are analysed.
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Note: It is only necessary to create one fan setup for all recordings if the
ultrasound setup is not changed but if you change the depth setting
remember to create a new setup with and adjusted scale for your real
world measurements to remain correct

Figure 27 Fan and scale showing click and drag control points
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Figure 28 Fan as it typically looks during fan setup

Figure 29 Fan grid and scale after they have been adjusted to fit the
current ultrasound image configuration
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Creating fans with unevenly spaced axes
There is a facility to have an unevenly spaced fan grid. The thinking behind
this is that specific fanlines could be assigned to align with palatal regions
such as dental, palatal, velar etc. A higher density of fanlines could be
assigned in the alveolar and post alveolar region allowing more closely
defined curves in this region where the tobgue tip is very flexible.
checkbox is unchecked then the Video display will appear as in
If the
Figure 30 and seven control points appear rather than the default two
(Dental,Pharyngeal).The “Angle” edit box will change from showing a pair of
values defining the start and end of the fan to showing a single angle value
associated with whichever of the 42 axes is selected. The angle can be
changed by editing this value or by clicking and dragging on the display.

Figure 30 Fan grid sector adjustment

Copying to and pasting from existing fan splines in the current
project
If you have an existing project that has had fan splines fitted, perhaps on a
different computer by someone-else, and you wish to use exactly the same
fan and ruler so that your data is comparable then you can copy the fan from
a spline in that project.
First, load the project that contains the fan you wish to copy. Then open the
Edit splines dialogue (see following section) and select a fan spline based on
the fan you wish to copy. If the fan setup dialogue s not already open, open it
and click the

button. This will create a new setup with a
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default name like “Fan Setup 5”. Change this default name to something
that will describe the fan setup and click
. This fan setup will
now be available for any new project that is created or loaded.
Similarly, once a setup is stored, it is possible to transfer it to a spline that
has already been drawn. Open the Edit Spline dialogue and select the spline
whose fan and ruler you wish to modify. Then use the
in
the fan setup dialogue to transfer the fan selected in this dialogue to the
spline selected in the Edit Splines dialogue. Note that this should be done for
all of the splines for a given recording in turn. It will also need to be done for
every recording. Take care, as changing the position and angle of the fan will
change the position and angle of the spline that is already drawn. [In future it
may be possible to correct for this and keep the spline in the same position
but not in this current version of AAA.]

Fan and spline background colour specification

Figure 31 Fan Setup colours
The Colours tab shown in Figure 31. It is not usually necessary to change
these colours. They are for aesthetic preference. For example, when
creating presentation videos of tongue splines, the background colour can be
changed from white to something more colourful. It has the following options:
The colour of the ruler in the setup dialogue
The background colour for spline drawings if the video is
switched off and, in the case of ultrasonix, around the scan image
The colour a spline changes to when selected in the Edit
Splines dialogue.
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The colour of the fan lines in the 7 major regions.

Edit Splines Dialogue
The Edit Splines dialogue is the engine-room of the ultrasound/video data
analysis. It facilitates the creation and adjustment of splines that define key
structures such as the surface of the tongue and the roof of the mouth.

Splines
Splines are curves defined by a mathematical (cubic B spline) function that
are constrained to pass through specified points.
AAA has two different implementations of splines:

Fan Splines
In AAA a fan grid has 42 axes. A fan spline is defined by the 42 control
points where the curve crosses these axes. Essentially what this means is
that the once all of the crossing points of these 42 axes are defined the
software draws a smooth line that passes through all of them. Using 42
splines provides a slightly smoother result than joining the 42 points with
straight lines.
The use fan splines for ultrasound images is justified because the ultrasound
image is created from beams of ultrasound that fan out in straight lines from
the probe. The restriction of the fan grid therefore matches the way the data
is created. One advantage of using fan splines is the associated automatic
edge detection/tracking algorithm that speeds up spline fitting. A second
advantage is the opportunity it provides to calculate the average of several
splines and find the regions of significant difference between two such
average splines.
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2D splines
Unlike fan splines, 2D splines are not restricted to having 42 control points
that lie along 42 axes. 2D splines can have any number of control points in
any position. The crucial difference is that unlike fan splines it is possible to
draw curves that bend back on themselves. So for example in MRI images a
curve can be drawn that continues from the upper surface of the tongue
around the tip and along the underside of the tongue tip. Or, if a camera
image of a facial profile is being drawn, a spline can follow the contour of the
upper lip and/or the lower lip.
2D splines with only two points are special. Two point splines define a
Fiducial line. A dotted axis will appear at one end to define the origin and
orientation of the line and this line can then be used to define a plane and
rotate exported co-ordinates. The origin of the Fiducial can be used to define
the origin of the exported co-ordinate space. . It can also be used as a user
defined axis along which measurement can be taken.

Creating splines
Open the Edit Splines dialogue by clicking on the option in the Video display
window popup menu. The first time this is done for each recording the
dialogue will look like Figure 33. Subsequent calls to the edit splines
dialogue will look like Figure 38.
Click

.

Fan Spline Tongue/Roof/Min
To create a new fan spline select “Fan Spline Tongue/Roof/Min” and then
choose one of the fan setups named in the submenu (Figure 32) which
matches the ultrasound display in the current recording. If there is no
suitable setup then follow the guidance in the previous section to create an
appropriate setup. When the submenu option is selected, a fan and three
default splines will be created. These three splines are named Tongue, Roof
and Min Tongue.

Figure 32 Fan Spline selection with fan setup submenu to the right with
automatically determined fan specification suggested by tick
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Tongue spline – used to highlight the surface of the tongue
Roof Spline – has a dual purpose to highlight the shape of the palate and/or
provide an upper limit to the range over which the tongue surface may be
found. This latter purpose is necessary for the automatic spline fitting to
work. Note that even if a palate contour is not needed it is useful to adjust
the roof spline to isolate non ultrasound graphics such as menus, scales and
axes from the search space.
MinTongue – This spline is used to provide a lower limit to the automatic
search for a tongue contour. This spline should be drawn as high as possible
to isolate the bright reflections caused by the sublingual tongue muscles but
bearing in mind that, for some articulations, the tongue root can advance
forwards and, for others, the tongue tip can lower. Once a you think you
have a good minimum position defined. It is worth running through the whole
recording to make sure by observation that the tongue surface never crosses
it.
Fan Spline Single
This option is provided for completeness but in practice should probably not
be used.
Fan Spline from Template
The default three splines (Tongue, roof and Min) are created as simple arcs.
Once the roof and min splines have been redrawn to suit the data in one
recording it is recommended to save all three splines as a template (see later
section for how to create templates). This provides the opportunity to load
this template for all the other recordings in the same session (or indeed by
any speaker in any session).
2D Spline Single
This option will create a single curve with seven knots (control points). A
good option for drawing outlines of facial features or MRI tongue contours.
2D Spline from Template
As with Fan splines, once a set of 2D splines has been redrawn, perhaps
with extra knots added to some of them and spacings between knots altered,
it is possible to save them as a template and then load this template into
other recordings.
2D Spline from Clipboard
This is a similar function to templates but on a temporary basis. Splines can
be copied from the spline workspace (se later section on Spline workspace)
Fiducial Line
A 2D spline with only 2 knots is created. This is termed a Fiducial and has
special properties. Note: if knots are added to a fiducial line it becomes an
ordinary 2D spline.
Use current fan
If a fan is already selected for the current recording and additional splines
are required for any reason then, with “use current fan” checked, fan setups
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will not be displayed and clicking on “single spline” or Tongue/Roof/Min will
add a spline with the same fan setup as is already loaded. If the “use current
fan” is unchecked then a different fan setup can be selected. It is not clear
why you would ever want to e two different fans for one recording.

Figure 33 Edit Splines Dialogue - creating fan and splines

Keyframes
KeyFrames are a central concept in the creation of splines. Keyframes are
points in time for which a spline can be defined (drawn). Keyframes can be
produced at any point in time (although it makes most sense to link them to
video/ultrasonix frames). Different keyframes exist for the tongue, roof,
min_tongue splines and any other fan or 2D splines. Typically you only need
one keyframe for the roof and Min_tongue splines as these are normally
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unchanging over the course of a recording and even across recordings. It
does not matter which time points you choose for such keyframes.
There are three methods for creating keyframes.
Single Keyframe – Create a single keyframe for the selected spline at the
timepoint indicated by the waveform cursor.
Every Nth video frame – N is specified by the “Frames” counter. When
Frames is set to 1 then keyframes are placed at every video/ultrasonix
tickmark in the region highlighted in the waveform window. If the waveform
cursor indicated only a single point in time then the keyframe will be placed
at the tickmark corresponding to the current video frame.
Every N millseconds – N is specified by the “Frames” counter. Included for
completeness but this not normally used.
The software will always interpolate between keyframes to ensure
continuous spline values throughout the recording. i.e. if there is one
keyframe at the start of the recording and one at the end then the spline will
linearly morph each spline control point from the start shape to the end
shape as the cursor moves through the recording.
IMPORTANT: When analysis values based on splines are exported, the
values will not necessarily be the keyframe values but rather, they will be
the interpolated value at the specific time point that is labelled.

Confidence – the confidence values generated for the spline are based on
the algorithm error measure which is in turn based on the brightness of the
image. The value can therefore be very small for dark images. The multiplier
is a fiddle factor to better reflect the true confidence as reflected by a solid
line appearing where a clear edge is present. This is admittedly
unsatisfactory and more development of the algorithm is required to remove
the need for this multiplier which is related to brightness and contrast levels.
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Figure 34 Edit splines dialogue – KeyFrames tab as it looks for Fan
splines
Monitor progress – If checked then the ultrasound image updates and the
newly fitted spline is shown for every keyframe. Drawing each frame in this
wayprovides useful feedback but slows the fitting process. Uncheck this to
speed up batch processing by a factor of 10 or more.
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Figure 35 Edit splines dialogue - Keyframes tab as it looks for 2D
splines
Several keyframes can be highlighted at one time by clicking and dragging
on the list on the left. When highlighted, the selected splines can be deleted
with the delete button or copied to the Workspace or the Publisher. See later
sections for more details.
Note: There must always be at least one keyframe. To be able to delete a
single keyframe, first a new keyframe must be added.
The - - - - is highlighted when the waveform cursor selects a timepoint that
does not have a keyframe associated with it.
The “Autofit Spline” options on the righthand side of the Keyframes dialogue
provide automatic spline fitting functions. These are discussed in the Fittting
Splines section of this manual.

Batch Process
Batch Process allows groups of recordings or annotations to be splined with
one button click. This allows splining to be done without time-consuming
manual interaction. Use the filter function to select a set of recordings or a
set of annotated regions and then process them all in one go.
There are two variants of spline fitting algorithm.
Snap
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Snap is the same bitmap based algorithm that is described in the spline
fitting section of this manual. It will work with Video beased ultrasound
images (e.g. Mindray DP6600 and DP2200) as well as ultrasonic data from
Echo B , Ultrasonix and Micro. Since revision 217_02 the algorithm work on
the raw data rather than the image data speeding up the process by 100x. It
provides the usual selection of tracking as well as localised “snap-to-fit” and
more global “best fit”. See following section for details). A template with
Tongue Roof and Min Tongue splines must be provided to seed this method
and results will vary depending on the suitability of this template.
Decimate
Decimate is still in development and so the accuracy is less than for snap at
the moment. However, it does not need a template to be created for it to
work. Parameters for the decimate algoirithm are set in the “Ultrasonic
Setup | Options” dialogue.

Drawing Splines
Fan Splines
A spline can be drawn by clicking and dragging on the video display window
when the Edit Splines dialogue is open and a keyframe is selected. When a
keyframe is selected the specified spline will change from the designated
colour to an orange line with tick marks through it corresponding to each of
the 42 radial axes (Figure 36)
If the control key is held down while clicking and dragging then the
tickmarks will become dots and the line will disappear. This can be used to
indicate regions where the tongue surface disappears. It actually invokes
another important concept, that of Confidence (see following section).

EXAMPLE PROCEDURE:
STEP 1: Add Tongue, roof,min toungue
STEP 2: Draw roof and min tongue limits for the session
STEP 3: Draw a typical tongue position
STEP 4: Save this as a template (name according to client and session)
STEP 5: Run batch tracking using this template
STEP 6: Run batch snap-to-fit using this template
STEP 7: Correct any sections with errors manually by drawing followed by
snap-to-fit, then tracking a subselection with the erroneous tracking
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Figure 36 Tongue keyframe (orange) drawn to fit the tongue contour.

2D Splines
The technique for drawing 2D splines is different to fan splines. It is possible
to click and drag each knot individually to any location on the screen. It is
also possible to add knots or delete knots by right-clicking and selecting “Add
knot” or “Delete knot” from the pop-up menu.
The number of knots and their spacing should be selected to match the
contour being traced. For example Figure 37 has 17 knots to define the
tongue contour with the spacing between knots reduced at the tip to account
for tighter curvature in that region.
Tip: Hold down the <cntrl> key and click and drag to draw a contour. The
relative spacings of the knots will be preserved so it will make a difference
if the drawing is done from left to right and from right to left.
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Figure 37 Drawing 2D splines
Confidence
Confidence is a way of indicating how confident the experimenter (or the
automatic edge detector) is, that a given bit of spline (represented by the
tickmark) is correctly positioned. A hand drawn spline has a 100%
confidence level associated with it but when the control key is held down the
confidence is set to 0%. The confidence can be used later in analysis or to
determine which parts of a spline are exported as x-y co-ordinates.
Confidence has not yet been implemented for 2D splines and is always
100%.
Confidence is linked to the brightness and contrast of an image. If the
brightness or contrast settings are changed then the confidence levels will
change and the confidence gain factor may need to be altered to
compensate.
When applying autofit functions the confidence value will be automatically
assigned and is related to the "goodness" of the edge found at each of the
42 control points. Goodness is dependent on the overall brightness and the
relative shift from dark to light at the boundary. There is a manual adjustment
that can be made to this confidence by changing the value of the confidence
multiplier. Typically this value will be in the range 2-20. Adjust it and then
click "Snap-to-fit" until the spline appears as solid line in the parts of the
contour that have a good edge.
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Spline appearance
The appearance of splines once drawn is controlled by the Splines tab
settings (Figure 38) The options include:
Line type – solid, dotted or dashed
Visible – or not (HOTKEY <Ctrl>S also toggles this setting)
Thickness – of the line
Colour – of the line
GG Spline – This is an experimental option for fitting 2D splines to tongue
contours. It restricts the 2D points to lie on vertices of a fan originating from a
point defined by a related fiducial.
The
button will add another spline if one is needed but in
normal circumstances the three default fan splines are adequate. The
button will delete the selected spline.

Figure 38 Edit splines dialogue - spline options tab
Important: Changes to splines additional keyframes etc are ONLY
SAVED WHEN THE
is clicked. If fitting splines to several
keyframes in a recording it is advisable to save and close regularly.
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Moving 2D Splines
When fitting 2D splines to MRI images or other images where there is a
feature, such as the hard palate, which has a fixed shape but moves position
from frame to frame, it is useful to be able to move the spline without having
to redraw it. The keyframes tab for 2D splines has a a set of buttons with
arrows which allow rotation and translation of the selected spline (shown
below). If the “All” box is checked then all 2D splines for the recording will be
moved together.

Ruler adjustment
The
button provides a safety net to be able to adjust the ruler in the
case where an error was made when setting up the fan and a means to set
the ruler for 2D splines. When the dialogue is opened, the ruler for the
currently selected spline will appear on the video/ultrasonic display.

Figure 39 Ruler adjustment dialogue
The “Advanced” tab can be used to select which splines the adjustment will
be applied to. By default it will be applied to all splines in the current
recording.
The “Batch” tab provides a means to apply the ruler change to every
recording by the current client made on a specific date.
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Fitting Fan splines (Custom Fit parameters)
The fit splines tab (Figure 40) provides parameters to modify the behaviour
of the Edge detector for the "Custiom Fit" button.
Important: Changes to “smooth within keyframe” now affect the
performance of snap-to-fit, best fit and track. If the tracking is too high try
lowering this value. A value in the range 4-25 is typical.
The edge detector automatically fits splines to the tongue surface contour for
a single frame or indeed multiple frames within a recording. Details of the
algorithm can be found in Appendix A.

Figure 40 Edit splines dialogue - Fit spline
Search for – should usually be set to “Edge lighter above”
Axis range +/- % grid axis length – determines the maximum search
distance away from the current tongue spline position expressed as a
proportion of the fan grid axis length. Note that the search limit cannot be
greater than the upper (roof) and lower (Min tongue) limits but this imposes a
further constraint. If a small value is chosen then the spline will not move
from the current position but the confidence values will be updated. See
Snap–to-fit below.
Feature vs brightness – tells the algorithm to pay attention to the contrast
of the light to dark edge regardless of the overall brightness (0%) or Overall
brightness regardless of how good an edge there is (100%) A value of 30%
usually gives good results but it can be adjusted if necessary.
calculation (see Appendix A for further clarification)
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Smooth within keyframe – determines the penalty for consecutive axis
crossing points (edge values) being at different radial distances. This is a
crude smoothing function which will be improved in future versions. A typical
value would be 75% but if the tongue contour jumps to bright spots away
from the true contour it should be set higher. Conversely, if the tongue
contour drifts away from the image keeping a similar radial distance it is set
too high.
Smooth while fitting – check this to activate the within keyframe smoothing
– recommended
In the keyframes tab there are several preset spline-fitting options
NumSearchLines:=2 EdgeVsBright:=0.30
Increment:=0.001;
WindowSize:=10
SmoothWithinKeyframe:= slider value
Smooth while fitting:=true
+/- Grid axis length:=2.0 %
Confidence:= as set in Edit Splines and under Fit Spline tab
NumSearchLines:=2
EdgeVsBright:=0.30
Increment:=0.005
WindowSize:=10
Smooth Within Keyframe:= slider value
Smooth while fitting:=true
+/- Grid axis length:=50.0 %
Confidence:= as set in Edit Splines and under Fit Spline tab
NumSearchLines:=3
EdgeVsBright:=0.30
Increment:=0.002
WindowSize:=10
SmoothWithinKeyframe:= slider value
Smoothwhilefitting:=true
+/- Grid axis length:=30.0 %
Confidence:= as set in Edit Splines and under Fit Spline tab
Uses the values set in the Fit Spline tab
Applies snap-to-fit but uses the spline from frame n-1 as
the starting point except for the first frame when the current
spline is used. For this to work well, the first frame should be
fitted to the image, then this frame plus following frames can
be tracked.
Same as "Track" but works back from the last selected frame.
Halts the automatic fitting while in progress. Use this if you see
that tracking is inaccurate.
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All

– will run the fitting process on all keyframes in
the current recording.
Current - will run it on the closest keyframe to the waveform
cursor.
Selected - will run it on all the keyframes selected by clicking and
dragging in the waveform display

Fitting 2D splines
2D splines have a different method of spline fitting. A snakes algorithm is
implemented. This adjusts the position of the knots to fit the spline to a
nearby boundary. Unlike the fan splines algorithm which searches the whole
image space and then provides the best answer, the snakes algorithm is
iterative nudging the knots a small distance on each iteration. It may find a
suboptimal solution, particularly if it is allowed to run for a large number of
iterations.
Click the
button for a single iteration or hold it down to keep
iterating. Best results seem to be achieved with one or two clicks. If the
spline seems to be moving away from the edge that it is supposed to model,
it may be that the algorithm is looking for a dark-light boundary instead of a
light-dark boundary. There are two ways to resolve this. One is to draw the
2D spline in the opposite direction (i.e. if it was drawn from left to right, try
drawing it from right to left). Alternatively (if the drawing needs to be done in
a particular direction) try changing the “Search for” option in the “Snake” tab
of the 2D spline – Advanced dialogue (Figure 41) to search for “Left Edge”
rather than “Right Edge”.
To open the “2D Spline - Advanced” dialogue, click the
the “Spline” tab of the Edit Splines dialogue

button in

Figure 41 2D Spline Advanced dialogue – Snake – Search
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Feature – determines the weighting given to whether the snake is attracted
to the brightest feature or to regions with the biggest difference between
light and dark. The default 30% mix is recommended.

Figure 42 2DSpline Advanced dialogue - Snake – Options
Search-line length – For each knot (and additional points on either side of
every knot see “Search lines” below), the algorithm searches the underlying
image in a direction perpendicular to the tangent of the curve. For each click
of the “Attract” button the algorithm will carry out a set of iterations
determined by the “steps” value. With reference to Figure 42, the “from”
value determines that the algorithm will start by looking 20 pixels either side
of the spline. For each successive iteration it will start looking from the new
knot position, searching shorter distances until after 10 “steps” it will search
only 5 pixels either side of the spline.
Search lines – The Snake algorithm doe not just extend search lines from
the knots themselves. Points along the spline on either side of each knot
have searchlines extended from them. These additional points are equally
spaced between the knot in question and its neighbour. A value of 5 for
example will extend search lines from an additional 5 points on each side of
a given knot in order to estimate how far to move that knot.
Speed – Speed determines the percentage of distance towards the best
edge that a knot is moved on each iteration. 3% (0.030) seems to be a
reasonable value.
Repulsion – Repulsion determines how easily knots move along the spline
towards each other. This can be tricky to balance.
For more information on the Snakes algorithm see Appendix B

Batch Fitting Fan splines
Use the batch processing tab to add a Tongue, Roof and Min Tongue spline
to a set of recordings, create keyframes for the Tongue spline at every video
or ultrasonic frame and then fit the Tongue spline to the contour all with one
click. Come back the next day to have all of your data splined.
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Once you have recorded your video or ultrasonic data ( and synced it if it is
video data), the first step is to create a Fan Spline Template with a Tongue ,
Roof and Min Tongue spline. The roof and Min Tongue splines need to be
carefully positioned to exclude as much of the image from the edge search
without excluding the maximum and minimum extent of the tongue surface
movement. In particular, the Min Tongue spline should try to exclude the
floor of mouth region and leave room for an advanced root position in the /i/
vowel. The Roof spline should be just above the estimated position of the
hard palate. See following section for more information on Saving fan
spline(s) as a template.
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Figure 43 Batch splining a set of new recordings with recommended
default advanced options.
1. Create a template by manually fitting Roof and Mon Tongue splines to
define the upper and lower limits for automatic tracking of the Tongue
spline. Set the tongue spline to an average shape for the data being
tracked.
2. Once the optimum template has been created and saved, select the
“Batch Process” tab in the Edit Splines dialogue and set the template
name in the box provided.
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3. Use the filter option to select a set of recordings or a set of annotated
regions. Since this will run unsupervised in most cases it can be
applied to every frame of recording in a session.
4. It is recommended to leave all the defaults as shown in Figure 43. The
Track option works best. [tracking is a snap-to-fit based on the
position of the spline in the previous frame].
5. If there is a valid template file (an *.fst file with a Tongue , Roof and
Min Tongue spline) then the
button should be enabled.
Click to start the process. It will work through every file. Each
recording can take a couple of minutes, so a whole session can take a
few hours.
6. If there is a problem click the
button. The process will halt
but everything created up to that point will be automatically saved.

Converting fan splines to 2D splines
It is possible to convert a fan spline to a 2D spline using the “Convert” tab in
the dialogue. To open the advanced dialogue, click the
in the “Spline” tab of the Edit Splines dialogue

button

Figure 44 Fan Spline - Advanced : Convert to 2D spline
To convert, select a fan spline in the edit splines dialogue then use the
convert dialogue (Figure 44) to convert it into a 2D spline with the specified
number of knots. The 2D spline will match the shape of the fan spline as well
as possible given the number of knots.

Converting 2D splines to fan splines
If a 2D spline is selected in the Edit Splines dialogue then a “Convert” tab is
available in the Advanced dialogue, similar to that which is available for Fan
Splines (see Figure 45). Select the appropriate fan setup then click the
button to convert the 2D spline to a fan spline.
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Note that parts of the 2D spline that lie outside the fan will be lost. If the 2D
spline does not cross a given fan axis then a value will be made up with the
same axis magnitude as the nearest axis that the 2D spline crosses and it
will be given a confidence value of zero.

Figure 45 2D Spline - Advanced - Convert to Fan Spline

Saving fan spline(s) as a template
Once the “Roof” and “Min Tongue” splines have been set for one recording
in a session, it is possible to save three fan splines as a template so that this
task does not need to be repeated for every recording. First, open the
advanced dialogue by clicking the
button in the “Keyframes” tab
of the Edit Splines dialogue. Then select the “Template” tab. You may need
to click the
buttons to see this tab. The dialogue is shown in Figure 46.
To Save all three fan splines as a template (recommended) click the second
Save button. The following edit box will appear.

Give the template a name that relates to the speaker and session and
possibly the project. Fan templates are stored in the application folder as
*.fst files and are not tied to projects. This means that they are available for
use across projects but if analysis is to be carried out on a different PC then
it is necessary to copy these *.fst files to the application folder on the new PC
as well as copying the project to be analysed.
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Figure 46 Fan spline template dialogue

Saving 2D spline(s) as a template
If a 2D spline is selected in the Edit Splines dialogue then a “Templates” tab
is available in the Advanced dialogue, similar to that which is available for
Fan Splines (see above). The only difference is that 2D spline templates are
saved with the postfix *.2st.

Spline Workspace
The spline workspace can be invoked by clicking the
button in the
spline or keyframe tabs of the Edit splines dialogue. It can also be invoked
from the application “File” menu by clicking “Spline workspace…”.
The workspace is a depository for accumulating splines from different time
points, different recordings or even different projects and superimposing
them on top of one another. It is possible to create “average” fan splines
(averaging is not implemented for 2D splines) and calculate distances
between splines within the workspace. Splines can be rotated and translated
in the workspace to compensate for frame to frame movement. Splines from
different sources are scaled using the ruler from each source so that all
splines in the workspace are at a uniform scale and can be compared
There are two ways to copy splines into the workspace.
Copy to Workspace Method one:
Use the
button in the Edit Splines dialogue to copy all the
currently highlighted keyframes in the current recording to the workspace.
Copy to Workspace Method two:
If you have annotated (labelled) segments throughout your dataset and fitted
splines to this data then it is possible to use the “Data export…” (Page 59)
) from selected time points
dialogue to copy splines (
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across your dataset in one go. See the Export Splines section for more
details. For example, you may have labelled all the /l/ segments in your
dataset and specified syllable position. It would then be possible for example
to export all of the tongue splines from midpoint of /l/ segments in a syllable
final position. It is then possible to create an average and compare that
average to, say, the /l/ segments in syllable initial position. Or, instead of the
midpoint, you could export the time point determined by an analysis value
such as EPG contact pattern with the minimum tongue-palate area in the
alveolar region.
Spline selection list – to the left of the Workspace dialogue. There is a list
with one entry for each spline that has been added to the workspace. Click
on one to highlight it in the display or click and drag to select more than one
spline. The
symbol will point to the last spline that is selected (see later
section on moving splines)
Spline information – Every time a spline is added to the worksapce,
information about the recording and timepoint it came from is gathered and
held with it in the worksapce. This data is displayed on at the top right of the
workspace dialogue.
Cursor Co-ordinates – When the mouse is moved over the workspace it
changes it appearance to a cross ( ) . The position of this cross is
diaplayed on the righthand side of the display as x-y values in centimetres.

Spline information
Cursor co-ordinates

Figure 47 Spline workspace
There are three tabbed windows at the bottom right of the workspace
dialogue controlling different aspect of the workspace.

Spline workspace Options tab
This control determines the following aspects:
Visible – makes the selectes splines in the workspace visible or hidden
Fan Visible – makes the fan associated with each spline visible or hidden
(deactivated currently)
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Copy –Copies a selected spline ready for it to be pasted into a recording or
into the workspace as a duplicate
Paste – pastes a copied spline or set of splines into the workspace.

Figure 48 Spline Workspace with list option selected providing a
selectable list of splines on the right. Makes selecting sets of splines
for moving or deleting easier.
Delete – Deletes the currently selected spline
Tip: To delete all the splines and clear the workspace. Select the
rightmost spline, click on delete, then hold the <return> key down.
Copy to publisher – copies all of the currently highlighted spllines to the
publisher facility.
Fans Visible – quick way to hide all of the fans associated with each spline.
(deactivated currently)
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Figure 49 Spline Workspace with 3D option selected showing a
cascaded sequence of splines.
Calc Means & s.d. - This function creates a mean spline from the subset of
splines that are selected in the workspace. A mean value is calculated for
each of the 42 fan-lines. The 42 means are calculated independently and
the mean tongue contour is drawn based on those 42 points. It is possible to
do it this way because each spline is defined by points that lie on exactly the
same 42 axes.

Figure 50 Mean and standard deviation of a group of splines.
Diff – Select two splines and click “Diff”. It's shown as a "zero" line with
spokes to the "difference" line.
If it's a difference between two Mean/SD splines then it calculates a T-test
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for each spoke. At the moment, the software just draws a thicker spoke if the
T-Test is significant at 2%. It uses a 2-tailed test assuming unequal
variances and unequal sample sizes and uses the Welch-Satterthwaite
equation.

a)

b)

Figure 51 a) Two mean tongue splines (black)with +/- 1 S.D. (grey lines)
b) the difference curve with thick spokes showing significant difference
in a t-test at 2%

Spline workspace Move tab
Allows selected splines to be moved and rotated within the workspace
relative to unselected splines.

Figure 52 The Spline Workspace Move Control

Translate all selected splines up down left or right a
discrete amount for each click or hold button down
to continue to move
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Rotate all selected splines anticlockwise or
clockwise a discrete amount for each click or hold
button down to continue to rotate

Return all selected splines to their initial position.
Flip all selected splines with respect to the
workspace Y-axis.
If the keep data checkbox is NOT CHECKED then this
will reset all fan splines back so that they lie on top of
each other, undoing any rotation and translation.
If the keep data check box is CHECKED then this
merges all rotated and translated fan splines so that
they remain in the altered positions but are referenced
to a single fan grid determined by the spline in the list
with the
symbol next to it.
NOTE: In order to average splines that have been rotated and translated,
they MUST BE MERGED.

Spline workspace export tab
The export control provides a means for exporting the splines in the
workspace to a text file as sets of 42 or more co-ordinates. These can then
be read into excel or Matlab and plotted or analysed further. This is an
alternative to the more common "Export data.." option with the advantage
that the data in the workspace can be from several projects.
Choose to export all the splines in the workspace
or only the ones that are selected.
Choose to export the splines as x-y (cartesian coordinates in an x y <newline> x y <newline> x y
format. Or as magnitude angle (polar co-ordinates)
in a M θ <newline> M θ <newline> M θ format.
Interpolate the spline curve to output more than th
42 control points 1 = 84 points; 2 = 166 points; 3 =
248 points
Select the cofidence value above which the coordinates are exported as numbers. Points along
the spline with confidence value lower than the
thresholdLtdwill be exported as asterisks (*)
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Spline Workspace File Tab
A workspace can be saved to a *.wsp file. This is a
text file with the information about all splines in the
workspace. It is recommended to save the
workspace at regular intervals. This is not done
automatically.

Merging roof splines from one recording to another
It is often the case that Palate traces are made in a separate recording from
the actual speech data. Palate traces can be done by filling the mouth with a
liquid or paste such as water or yoghurt. Traces can also be made by drying
the tongue and pressing it against the roof of the mouth ( the dry tongue
traps air between the papillae so an air boundary is retained which shows up
well). Regardless of how the trace is obtained, it will be desirable to trace
the shape of the roof and merge it into all the other recordings that have
speech data so that distances and areas between the tongue and the roof
can be calculated.
Merging can be done in the following way:
1. Draw the roof spline in the palate trace recording and copy it to the
workspace.
2. Save and close the palate trace recording then open up a recording
with speech data and add splines
3. Select the roof spline. (IMPORTANT)
button in the Edit splines dialogue (keyframes
4. Then click the
tab option)
5. The roof spline curve will then be merged into the current roof
keyframe of the current recording, replacing what was there before.

Overlays – Markup for Live video/ultrasonix
An “overlay” is a curve that can be drawn on top of a live video or ultrasonix
image stream and is primarily intended for facilitating the use of ultrasound
as a speech therapy tool.
The live display of ultrasound images on the PC screen from Ultrasonix is
responsive, free from flicker and similar in quality to the display on the
console itself. The live display of images from the video port of other
ultrasound systems can be inferior to the display of the machine itself
because the process of exporting the video signal can cause artefacts.

Publisher
Create publishable quality diagrams from AAA data.
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Although it is possible to capture bitmaps from the screen the quality is not
adequate for Journal publication. The Publisher facility within AAA (See AAA
manual for more details) allows high resolution (e.g.600DPI) images to be
created. With the ultrasound module comes the ability to export 2D spline
contours to the publisher. Using the Publisher image importing function in
combination with the Video Display window “Copy Bitmap” function,
ultrasound video frames can also be incorporated.(See Figure 53 for an
example).

Figure 53 An example Publisher output with splines

Spline Analysis Values
As with EPG, it is possible to create analysis values derived from the spline
curves. The values are based on either the absolute distance from the fan
origin to the spline or on the relative distances between splines along the fan
grid axes. In all cases regions can be constrained to lie between fan lines

Analysis values based on fan splines
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Figure 54 Analysis value: Pos A. Intersection of spline and fanline
Pos A
The radial distance from the origin
of where Spline A crosses fan axis
N.
Dist A-B
Measures the distance from
where Spline A crosses fan axis N
to where Spline B crosses fan axis
M. Most often N and M will be set
to the same value and Spline A
will be Tongue while Spline B will
be Roof.

Figure 55 Analysis Value Distance between two splines
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Area
Measures the area between
Spline A and Spline B, bounded
by fan axes N and M on either
side. For example Spline A and B
are usually Tongue and Roof
respectively. The alveolar area
might be bounded between fan 7
and fan 13 but this can be
determined by observation for any
given recording.

Figure 56 Analysis Value: Area bounded by fanlines and splines

Max Pos
Determines the fan axis index (041) corresponding to the Spline A
crossing point with the highest
radial distance from the fan origin.

Figure 57 Analysis Value: Fanline Maximum Position
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Min Pos
Determines the fan axis index (041) corresponding to the Spline A
crossing point with the lowest
radial distance from the fan origin.

Figure 58 Analysis Value: Fanline Minimum Position

Max Dist
Measures the distance between
Spline A and Spline B along each
fan axes in the range N to M and
determines which axis has the
largest relative distance.
Included for completeness – no
obvious application

Figure 59 Analysis Value: Fanline Maximum Distance
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Min Dist
Measures the distance between
Spline A and Spline B along each
fan axes in the range N to M and
determines which axis has the
smallest relative distance.
For example Spline A and B
would normally be the Tongue
and Roof splines respectively and
N and M may be 7 and 24
corresponding to the position of
the first and last rows of an EPG
palate. In this way the constriction
point can be identified.

Figure 60 Analysis Value: Fanline Minimum Distance

Analysis values based on a Fiducial
Crucially this allows distance measures to be made for 2D splines. e.g. lip
aperture can be measured on lip video. A fiducial also has the advantage
that it can be oriented in any direction and start at any origin. It is not
constrained to follow radial lines from the centre of the probe but can be
positioned relative to some visible anatomical landmark.
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Pos A
The radial distance from the origin
of where Spline A crosses the
specified Fiducial.

Figure 61 Analysis value: Pos A. Intersection of spline and fiducial
Dist AB MN
Measures the distance between
spline A and spline B along
fiducial N.
Most often Spline A will be
Tongue while Spline B will be
Roof and Fiducial M and N will be
identical. i.e. measure the
distance between two splines
along one fiducial.

Figure 62 Analysis value: Dist AB. Distance between two splines along
fiducial
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Area
Measures the area bounded by
spline A , spline B ,fiducial M and
fiducial N.

Figure 63 Analysis value: Area. Area bounded by two splines and two
fiducials.
Dist M Knot
Measures the distance from the
origin of Fiducial N to the specified
knot on the 2D GG Spline.
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Angle M Knot
Measures the angle between the
specified Fiducial and a line
defined by the Fiducial origin and
the specified knot on the GG
Spline.

Spline Export
Spline data can be exported either as analysis values or as x-y values. To
export the co-ordinates it is best to check the
box
under the Export file tab (See Figure 64). All the selected splines will then be
exported to the spline workspace from where they can be exported as coordinates. An extra Splines tab appears (Figure 65) which provides the
option to select either the tongue spline or the roof spline or both for each
time point.
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Figure 64 Export Data: Export to Spline Workspace

Figure 65 Export Data: Splines tab appears when export to Spline
Workspace is checked
Alternatively, the
button under the Columns tab (See Figure 66)
provides the option to export the 42 polar co-ordinates (radius in millimetres
or % length of fan axis and angle in radians) or to export the 42 Cartesian
co-ordinates (x-y) directly to the export file. Only the 42 radial axis crossing
points can be exported with this direct option. The confidence values can
also be exported in this way.
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Figure 66 Export Data: Columns derived from splines

Figure 67 Spline Name list editor

Spline Name Editor
The list of spline names is automatically populated from by searching the
current project for unique spline names. There is a maximum limit of 32
names that can be listed. This is because AAA needs a fixed index to carry
out searches.
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If there are more than 32 spline names in the project then the list can be
edited to include the names of the splines that are required for export.

Master Fiducial
It is possible to rotate and translate exported data relative to a fiducial. That
fiducial can either be a single "Master" fiducial or, if no master fiducial is
specified then it will look for a fiducial in each recording from which data is
exported. " A "Master" fiducial is useful if a single recording is made with a
bite plane at the start of a session and the master fiducial is aligned to that
bite plane. The other recordings in that session can be rotated to that bit
plane. Then is the same speaker returns for a second session with a slightly
different headset position then a new master fiducial can be set to the new
bite plane and data exported so that it lies in the same co-ordinate system as
the first session. Rotation and translation could be used within a session to
correct for head movement for instance if lip data is exported and the fiducial
is based on fixed cranial features such as the bridge of the nose that are
visible in every frame.

Figure 68 Spline Export: Value tab

Value
Select the co-ordinates to be output.
Additional Interpolation Points
Splines are interpolated between keyframes. If the nearest keyframe to
Spline analysis values can be exported using the
columns tab.

button under the

Confidence Threshold
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Every control point of every keyframed spline has a 0-100% confidence
value associated with it. When exporting spline co-ordinates it is possible to
only export the co-ordinates when the confidence is above a set threshold
value. By default the threshold is set to 0% which means that ALL values are
exported regardless of the confidence. Confidence above 80% is shown on
the display as a solid line, so by setting the Threshold at 80%, only those coordinates which look solid on the image will be exported as numbers. Vlaues
below 80% will be exported as Asterisks "*". Any threshold value between 0
and 100 can be selected.
Nearest keyframe is <=X ms
If all the time points being exported are supposed to be close to keyframes
then this threshold value can be set to a low value. For example if the
ultrasound frame rate is 60Hz then a value of 17ms could be chosen. In this
case, if the nearest ultrasound frame does not have a keyframe associated
with it then the values will be replaced by a Hash "#" and it will be apparent
that the data needs to be reviewed and a keyframe added near that point.
By default the value is set to 100seconds to ensure that ALL values are
exported.

Origin

Figure 69 Export Splines: Origin, offset and rotation.
A Fiducial has an origin, an angle and a scale associated with it. The Origin
tab permits the exported data to be normalised by one or all three of these
factors.
Note that if polar co-ordinates are exported then radius values have no
option to rotate or translate as this makes no sense. If angle values are
exported then these can only be rotated or mirrored by 90 or 180 degrees (
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see Figure 69). If other options are required then please contact Articulate
Instruments to discuss this.

Analysis tab
The Analysis values created from splines can be exported using the analysis
tab.
Select the desired spline-based
analysis value (e.g. tongue-spline
distance) previously created using
the Analysis Values dialogue.

Under the rows tab there is an extra option to allow export time points to be
based on video tick marks (See Figure 70)

Figure 70 Export Data: Rows based on video frames
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Ultrasonic tab
Raw ultrasonix data and ultrasonix parameters can be exported using the
ultrasonix tab.
Single raw pre-scan frame - for each exported time point, a binary file
consisting of a single frame of ultrasonix data is created and the filename
added as a column in the exported text file. File format is single byte
integers corresponding to each pixel of each scanline ordered by scanlines.
i.e. scanline1 scanline2 scanline3 .... scanline N Filemname is in format
Clientname_Datetime_frameNum.ult
Whole raw pre-scan - as above but the whole recording is ouput and the
filename format is Clientname_Datetime.ult If more than one time point is
exported from the same timepoint the file is only written once. The values
frame number, Number of pixels per scanline and Number of scanlines can
be used to reference the appropriate frame of binary data.
Whole avi recording – converts ultrasonic data to movies. The make movie
dialogue will pop up once to allow the movie layout to be designed,
thereafter every export row will produce a movie with those specifications.

Figure 71 Export: Ultrasonic data

Shortcut Keys
Help
Playback
Record
Select visible region of waveform
Adjust selected region/ selected annotation
Select region in Palates or Analysis values windows

F1
F2
F3
Ctrl+A
Ctrl + drag mouse
Shift + drag mouse
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Revision Date

Notes

2.10
2.14
2.15

04/11/10
03/02/12
06/04/14

2.16

03/10/15

216.11

02/06/15

216.12

18/07/15

216.13

25/11/15

217.01

05.09/16

217.02

24/05/17

Added Imperx Expresscard54 video capture capability
Overlays, 2D splines,
Spline Export, Fiducials, Dfg2Usb card, Ultrasonix recording setup
and support for Exam 5.7.*
Ultrasonic data type expanded to include EchoB: Anavals(*.avl)
and Data Export configuration (*.xsu) now stored separately for
each project; recalculation of analysis maths values revised.
Batch splining added. New “Make movie” dialogue replaces “Video
avi export”. Frame averaging display option for ultrasonic data.
Batch splining improved. Make Movie dialogue bugs fixed. Export
from spline workspace changed to matrix format.
Comm bug fixed. “Unable to write” export data bug fixed. Post
acquisition frame averaging option added to EchoB storing tab.
New real-time edgetracker. Complete rewrite of ultrasound display
code. Automatic detection of EchoB or Micro probe or machine
connection. Continuous record of audio and EchoB/Micro.Faster
ultrasonic file save.
Offline edgetracker now works on raw data making it 100x faster.
Several bugs have been fixed.

Appendix A
Fan Spline fitting algorithm

•

Based on a fan grid with 42 axes (ultrasonic data uses the raw data
vectors)

•
•
•

Set search upper limit (palate) and lower limit

•

Search out from the anchor with a penalty for being a different radial
distance (smoothing function).

•

Note the edge error value and use as “confidence” measure of edges

Search along each axis for best edge
Find the 3 consecutive axes with the best edge and use as an anchor
for second pass
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The edge detection algorithm
• Triangular weighting function
• Not all pixels sampled
• Edge confidence = 30% brightness (R1+R`1)+70% brightness(R1R`1)
• h = approx 20 pixels
• Increments = 0.2% of axis (about 1 pixel)
Comparison of algorithm (right image) with Edgetrak (left image)

Vi

increments

h
Vi+1

Vi-1
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Appendix B
SNAKE spline fitting algorithm

2D splines
A cubic spline passes through several knots. There are no extra control
points (as with B-Splines) - we feel that controlling the spline simply by the
positions of the knots is more intuitive for users (who set the initial position of
the spline) and is easier for any Snake algorithm.

The line is composed of several segments - each segment runs between two
adjacent knots. The segment is drawn with "time" t running from 0 to 1
x = ax*t3 + bx*t2 + cx*t + dx
y = ay*t3 + by*t2 + cy*t + dy
The coefficients (a,b,c,d) for the line between knot N and knot N+1 are
calculated independently for the x-coordinates of the line and the ycoordinates.
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The coefficients are calculated so that:
1. the line passes through the two knots N and N+1
2. the slopes at knots N and N+1 are specified
The slope at knot M (dx/dt or dy/dt) is the slope of a quadratic which passes
through knots M-1, M and M+1
If two knots have no neighbour to the left or right then a quadratic expression
is used for the segment. If two knots have no neighbours to both the left and
right then a linear expression is used for the segment.
This form of spline has been found to be well behaved and is intuitively easy
to use. It is not completely rotationally invariant but the variation is negligible.

(11 knots)
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There are several advantages to using this form of spline to represent a
Snake. The coefficients and the line are quick to calculate. There are only
knots, not knots and control points. If the snake "knows" that a line segment
should increase its curvature and move up, then which way should it move
the knots and the controls points or a B-spline or Bezier? We have only
knots and the line reacts sensibly to changes in the position of a knot.

Snake
A Snakes algorithm moves the knots so that the line gets closer to a
"feature". We are interested in edges so a "feature" is an edge. It could
equally well be a particular brightness, a dot, the end of a line or a
combination of features.
The algorithm is iterative. In each iteration, the algorithm must decide where
to move each knot: how far and in which direction.
To move knot N, search-lines are drawn normal to the tangent to the spline.
A search-line is drawn through the knot and w search-lines are drawn on
either side equally spaced between knot N and knots N-1 and N+1. In this
example, w is 5 and the search-lines extend h = 20 pixels on either side of
the spline.

The pixels lying under each search-line are examined working from one end
of the search-line to the other:
p is the brightness of the pixel being examined
q is the brightness of the previous pixel
We are looking for edges so we calculate a number which is bigger if there is
an edge near the the spline:
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c := + (p-q)*sign(ay)
c := - (p-q)*sign(ay)
c := abs(p-q)*sign(ay)

ay is the distance along the search-line from the central spline
If p is different from q then there is an edge. The edge can be "left-rising",
"right-rising" or either. The snake will hug "internal" boundaries, "external"
boundaries or both.
We calculate a weighted value of c
weight = (h-abs(ay))/h;
the weight is 1 on the spline and decreases linearly to zero at the ends of the
search-line.

The image does not have to be smoothed. The above calculation
automatically smooths the contributions from different pixel-pairs.
Each (weighted) value of c contributes to the movement of Knot N. If the sum
of c is positive, it implies shifting the line to the "left". So the origin of the
search-line should move "left" along a vector d. The length of d is given by c,
the direction of d is the direction of the search-line.
The d values are vector-summed to give an overall movement for Knot N.
This is a weighted sum: the weight falls off linearly with distance from Knot N
and is zero at Knots N-1 and N+1.
The weighted sum of d is scaled by a "speed" factor which controls how fast
the Knot moves in each iteration. Typical values range from 0.005 to 0.05.
The algorithm is iterated several times (typically 10 to 100). At first, the
search-lines are long (h = 20) which gives a coarse movement of the knots
but has a large capture distance. Later iterations have smaller search-lines
(h = 5).
Knots move along the spline
With successive iterations, the knots move around. They move the spline
from side to side and they move along the spline. You may require several
iterations of the above (iterated) algorithm to see the effect.
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If two knots get too close to each other (within one or two pixels) then the
spline goes crazy. A term can be added to force pixels apart. This force
should only act over small distances and should be negligible above (say) 10
pixels. A suitable force involves moving each knot away from each neighbour
(N+1, N-1) by a distance k/d (d is the distance to the neighbour; k is a speed
constant, e.g. 0.3).
You could restrict each knot only to move along the search-line that passes
through the knot: so the spline moves from side to side but the knots don't
move along the spline. The knots then tend to stay spaced-out as they were
originally placed. The knots generally, move along the spline to sensible
positions, so it usually isn't neccessary to force them to retain their original
spacing. However, if the spline is not closed then the end-points can
occasionally wander off. We have restricted the movement of the endpoints
of the spline so that they can only move along their searchlines and not
move so as to extend or shrink the overall distance between the endponts.
Some snake algorithms introduce other internal forces into the snake:
- tension: pulls the knots together like a rubber band
- stiffness: straightens the spline
For our application, both tension and stiffness do more harm than good.
Rather than search for edges, we can search for pixels of a particular
brightness:
brightness

c := -abs(r-p) *ay/h /10
r is the "required" brightness

(the "/10" constant brings the value of c into the same range as the edge
calculation)
A combination of 70% edge detection and 30% brightness detection seems
to work well. (The required brightness is the mean of the pixels under the
spline.) The snake follows a strong edge but where the edge becomes illdefined, it follows the mean brightness.

Appendix C
File formats
Ultrasonic
<stem>.ult is a binary file consisting of a sequence of N vectors. Each
vector represents a scanline.
<stem>US.txt is the associated text file with values needed to read and
reconstruct image from binary data
Reading parameters
'NumVectors ‘= <number of vectors>
'PixPerVector’ = <number of elements in each vector>
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'BitsPerPixel’ = <number of grey levels (usually one byte = 8 bits i.e.
256 levels)
Image reconstruction parameters
'ZeroOffset’ = <distance in pixels from the fan origin to the first element
of the vector
'Angle’ = < the angle of separation between each pixel>
'Kind’ = < echoB or Ultrasonix>
'PixelsPerMm’ = < scale used to allow real world measurements>
'FramesPerSec’ = < frame rate>
'TimeInSecsOfFirstFrame’ = < time of first image relative to start of
audio>
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Setup ....................................... 7
Show ...................................... 30
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